First use of bedaquiline in a patient with XDR-TB in Singapore
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SUMMARY
Drug-resistant tuberculosis (TB) continues to pose a threat to global control of TB: 3.5% of new and 20.5% of previously treated TB cases were estimated to have multidrug-resistant (MDR)-TB in 2013. Approximately 9% of patients with MDR-TB had extensively drug-resistant (XDR)-TB. A 30-year-old Vietnamese woman previously treated for TB in her home country presented with 5 months of cough and shortness of breath 1 year after migrating to Singapore. Xpert MTB/Rif testing showed rpoB gene mutation. Phenotypic drug susceptibility testing revealed XDR-TB. To strengthen the efficacy of her treatment regimen, the novel anti-TB drug bedaquiline was obtained for the patient on compassionate grounds. We report the first use in Singapore of bedaquiline for the treatment of XDR-TB.

CASE PRESENTATION
The patient, a 30-year-old Vietnamese woman, moved to Singapore in June 2013. She presented to a general practitioner in May 2014 with productive cough for 5 months and exertional shortness of breath. She had been treated for pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) in Vietnam for 1 year in 2012–2013. There was no history of diabetes or other medical conditions except for a breast augmentation procedure. The patient was a non-smoker and was HIV-negative. A chest X-ray showed extensive opacification of the left lung, right upper zone opacities and air-fluid level in the left hemithorax (figure 1). The patient was promptly referred and admitted to a public hospital for further management.

On physical examination, the patient was febrile with a temperature of 37.7°C. Her vital signs were stable and she weighed 37 kg. There was decreased air entry on auscultation of the left chest. A sputum AFB smear was positive (3+). HAIN Genotype MTBDRplus 2.0 revealed katG and rpoB mutations indicating resistance to isoniazid and rifampicin.

CT thorax showed extensive scarring, bronchiectasis and loss of lung volume in the left lung with formation of large cavities and pleural thickening. There was air-fluid level suggesting left hydropneumothorax and suspicion of a bronchopleural fistula. Multiple centrilobular nodules were seen in the right lung, with some of them in tree-in-bud pattern, most prominently in the right middle lobe and superior segment of the right lower lobe. There were two cavitory lesions in the right upper lobe, measuring 1.4 and 0.8 cm in diameter (figure 2).

The patient revealed that she had been treated with cycloserine, prothionamide, PAS and ofloxacin in Vietnam, which she had self-administered from June 2012 until June 2013. In view of this drug history, suspicion of extensively drug-resistant (XDR)-TB was high and treatment with capreomycin 0.5 mg every morning, moxifloxacin 400 mg every morning, linezolid 600 mg every morning, clofazimine 50 mg every morning, ethambutol 700 mg every morning and pyrazinamide 750 mg every morning was prescribed (figure 3). To provide the patient with the best available treatment options, an application to obtain bedaquiline (BDQ) via the manufacturer’s compassionate use programme was made at the same time as the initiation of therapy.

The second-line HAIN Genotype MTBDRsl test showed rrs and gyr mutations indicating resistance to aminoglycosides and fluoroquinolones (FQls). Phenotypic drug susceptibility tests (DST) using the non-radiometric Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tube method subsequently reported resistance to isoniazid, rifampicin, streptomycin, pyrazinamide, kanamycin, ofloxacin, ethionamide, PAS, levofloxacin and amikacin, and sensitivity to ethambutol, clofazimine and capreomycin. The microbroth dilution method using Trek Sensititre plates, revealed sensitivity to cycloserine and resistance to moxifloxacin at 2 μg/mL. Based on these results, pyrazinamide was discontinued and cycloserine introduced. Augmentin was included to strengthen the treatment regimen (figure 3).

A supply of BDQ for the patient arrived in Singapore 13 weeks after application, that is, 13 weeks after the patient started XDR-TB.
treatment. She received BDQ 400 mg every morning for 2 weeks, followed by 200 mg three times a week with food for 22 weeks, according to the manufacturer’s advice, over a background regimen of capreomycin, ethambutol, linezolid, clofazidine, augmentin and cycloserine. Moxifloxacin was stopped upon commencement of BDQ in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation in view of the risk of QT prolongation when given in conjunction with BDQ.

The patient tolerated all medications with improvement in appetite and weight. There were no neurological side-effects and she remained in good spirits despite prolonged confinement in an airborne infection isolation room. Baseline ECG was normal with QTc 444 ms. Monthly ECGs did not reveal any QT prolongation. Monthly serum creatinine and electrolytes remained normal. Mild transaminitis remained stable at <2× elevated. There was no haematological suppression. However the patient developed asymptomatic hypereosinophilia that was possibly caused by clofazidine which was discontinued at the 29th week of treatment.

Fortnightly sputum sampling for AFB smears and culture showed conversion to sputum smear negativity at 8 weeks and Mycobacterium tuberculosis culture negativity at 14 weeks of treatment. However, development of resistance to capreomycin was noted in her MTC isolate at 5 weeks of treatment. CT thorax at 4 months of treatment showed no change in left lung findings with stable left hydropneumothorax due to a bronchopleural fistula, with scarring and volume loss. The previously noted cavitary lesion in the right upper lobe showed interval decrease in size, with scarring and mild bronchietatic changes in the apical segment of the right upper lobe.

To accord the patient the best chance of treatment success, and to minimise the risk of relapse, left pneumonectomy was attempted at 7 months of treatment. However, this was not possible as the left pulmonary hilum, left lung and heart were found to be densely adhered and inseparable at the time of surgery.

At the time of writing, the patient has received 10 months of XDR-TB treatment including 24 weeks of BDQ. Her sputum mycobacterial cultures have remained negative since the 14th week of treatment.

GLOBAL HEALTH PROBLEM LIST
Early diagnosis of drug-resistant TB is important to enable appropriate treatment and avoid escalating the degree of resistance. Treatment of drug-resistant TB with currently available second-line TB drugs is long, poorly tolerated and has a poor outcome. New drugs to be administered under supervision are urgently needed.

GLOBAL HEALTH PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Multidrug-resistant (MDR) and XDR-TB pose serious threats to global TB control. XDR-TB is defined as resistance to any FQ.
and to at least one of three second-line injectable drugs (capreomycin, kanamycin, amikacin), in addition to MDR-TB. MDR-TB is resistance to at least isoniazid and rifampicin, the two most important TB drugs. Drug resistance surveillance data indicate that globally, 3.5% of new and 20.5% of previously treated TB cases were estimated to have had MDR-TB in 2013. This translates into an estimated 480,000 people having developed MDR-TB in 2013. On average, 9% of patients with MDR-TB had XDR-TB.

XDR-TB is man-made. Inadequate drug treatment (which may be due to inadequate regimens, inadequate supply/quality of drugs or inadequate drug intake) selects out drug resistant strains that subsequently proliferate and become MDR strains. Secondary MDR-TB eventually could be disseminated to contact cases who then acquire primary MDR-TB. MDR-TB precedes XDR-TB. Directly observed therapy (DOT) has been shown to reduce the rate of drug resistance in the community.

This patient had a history of self-administered treatment with second-line TB drugs in Vietnam before arriving in Singapore. Hence diagnostic tests for drug-resistance TB using a HAIN Genotype MTBDR assay were done early. Dalton et al reported in the Preserving Effective TB Treatment Study (PETTS) that previous treatment with second-line drugs was a strong risk factor for resistance to these drugs including XDR-TB.

Treatment of MDR/XDR-TB is costly, toxic, and prolonged. Under WHO guidelines, the recommended duration of therapy can be up to 2 years. WHO recommended regimens contain pyrazinamide together with a later-generation FQ, ethionamide or prothionamide, cycloserine or para-aminosalicylic acid and a second-line injectable drug. A conventional DST for first and second-line anti-TB drugs, performed in quality assured laboratories, is required to tailor treatment regimes but takes more than 1 month to produce definitive results. In the meantime, the WHO stepwise approach, taking into account the drugs used previously by the patient, the most likely resistance pattern in the setting where the infection most likely occurred, and the resistance pattern of the index case, if known, is recommended for designing an effective MDR-TB regimen.

Treatment of XDR-TB is associated with a higher rate of treatment failure and mortality than MDR-TB. Our patient showed resistance to all FQs tested. There is convincing evidence that FQs are associated with better prognosis when used for MDR-TB. Falzon et al in analysing the impact of additional resistance to FQs and/or second-line injectable drugs on treatment outcome, found that among these two drug families which constitute the main treatment for patients with MDR-TB, FQs, especially the later generation ones, are better than second-line injectables. MDR-TB patients infected with strains without additional resistance had 64% treatment success compared to 36%, 48% and 40% in those with MDR-TB with additional resistance to second-line injectables only, additional resistance to FQ alone, and resistant to FQ and second-line injectables (XDR-TB), respectively. They found that in XDR-TB patients, treatment success was highest if at least six drugs were used in the intensive phase and four drugs in the continuation phase. The odds of success in XDR-TB patients was maximised when the intensive phase lasted for 6.6–9 months and the total duration of treatment was 20.1–25 months.

BDQ is the first new class of anti-TB agents to be approved in 40 years. It is a diarylquinoline and exerts bactericidal and sterilising activity against M. tuberculosis. BDQ targets the central region of the c subunit of the enzyme ATP synthase, interfering with the mycobacterial conversion of ADP into ATP by interrupting transmembrane and central stalk rotation of the proton pump, leading to inadequate synthesis of ATP, resulting in its death. BDQ’s novel mechanism of action suggests that it should have activity against resistant organisms. Because of this mechanism of action, it is bactericidal against even dormant or non-replicating bacilli. BDQ is 2×10^4 more avid for mycobacterial than for mammalian ATP synthase.

In his French cohort, Guglielmetti et al found that at 6 months of BDQ treatment, culture conversion was achieved in 97% of patients, with a median time to culture conversion of 85 days. Diacon et al had also found that BDQ, when given together with a background regimen, led to faster culture conversion and higher rates of culture conversion at 6 months of treatment compared to a background regimen and placebo. This suggests BDQ’s potential capacity to significantly reduce the treatment period and the debilitating and dangerous adverse effects associated with some of the existing second-line anti-TB drugs, as well as to improve adherence, achieve higher cure rates, and preserve the activity of the background regimen.

Our results agreed that BDQ-containing regimens contributed to the reduced time to culture conversion and radiological improvements. BDQ was well-tolerated in our patient with minimal side effects. Although we were concerned that our patient, who was taking concomitant clofazimine and BDQ, would experience side-effects (particularly QT prolongation), no additional adverse events or QT prolongation were noted. Other common side-effects of hyperuricaemia, elevated aminotransferases, nausea, arthralgia or headache previously reported with BDQ, were not noted here. BDQ’s lack of toxicity in this case meant that no treatment interruption was required. We applied to Janssen Therapeutics (the manufacturers of BDQ), via our hospital pharmacy, to enrol our patient in their ‘compassionate use’ programme. After a detailed and lengthy process, rightly so to prevent misuse of the drug, approval was obtained. We next had to get clearance from the Health Sciences Authority, the regulatory authority in Singapore.

The current recommended duration of BDQ is 24 weeks due to the lack of trial data supporting its continuation after this period. It should be noted that BDQ has a very large apparent volume of distribution and has a markedly prolonged terminal half-life (5.5 months), which reflects the slow release of the compound from peripheral tissue compartments. Therefore, there is lingering activity of the drug in the body despite discontinuation. BDQ’s long half-life is a double-edged sword. Excessive half-life will increase the risks to the patient when BDQ does cause toxicity and will increase the risks of the emergence of BDQ resistance if drugs are discontinued or have mismatched half-lives and long dosing intervals.

Of note, BDQ was approved based on trials that evaluated the surrogate marker of culture conversion rather than the gold standard of durable cure after completion of therapy. Potential QT prolongation also limits its use in patients with cardiac conduction abnormalities and in patients receiving other QT-prolonging agents, such as macrolides, FQs and azole antifungals. Because BDQ is metabolised by CYP3A4, its blood concentration and therapeutic effect may be altered by co-administration with CYP3A4 inducers or inhibitors. Drug interactions warrant close monitoring, and will limit utility of BDQ particularly in patients receiving rifamycins and/or anti-retroviral therapy. Finally, the cost of a 24-week course of therapy with BDQ is US$36 000 (average wholesale price), which is higher than the cost of other second-line agents commonly used in the treatment of MDR-TB.

Recently, due to renewed interest in the anti-leprosy drug clofazimine which is being re-purposed for the treatment of
MDR-TB, cross-resistance mechanisms have been discovered between clofazimine and BDQ.\textsuperscript{31-33} The arrival of new drugs will enhance our capacity to cure TB, but clinicians must be aware of the ability of \textit{M. tuberculosis} to generate resistance.\textsuperscript{34} Against this threat of emerging drug resistance, we must balance the need to get better drugs for our patients and their rational use within properly designed background regimens and public health policies.

**Learning points**

- Suspect drug resistant tuberculosis (TB) if there is a history of previously treated TB especially if TB treatment was not administered under directly observed therapy.
- Use rapid molecular diagnostic tests like the Cepheid Xpert MTB/RIF and HAIN Genotype MTBDRplus when drug-resistant TB is suspected, and send specimens for mycobacterial culture and phenotypic drug susceptibility testing so an appropriate multidrug-resistant (MDR)/extensively drug-resistant (XDR)-TB drug regimen can be instituted.
- Bedaquiline, a new agent with bactericidal and sterilising activity against \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis}, is effective against MDR/XDR-TB when given together with a background regimen, and is well tolerated and safe if there is awareness of drug interactions and precautions are taken to avoid potential QT prolongation.
- Be aware of new mechanisms of cross-resistance between TB drugs.
- National TB programmes need new drugs that can be used within short, effective and safe regimens.
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